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Candidate Feedback

DESCRIPTIVE WORDS

Self-starter, direct, demanding, assertive, logical systematic, accurate, precise, reserved reflective, serious, active, mobile,

alert, restless for results and competitive.

GEN ERAL CHARACTERISTICS

.Enjoys new and challenging assignments.

. Analyzes information.

. Respects rules.

. Results orientated.

. Exercises care when taking action or making decisions outside her area ofcompetence and expertise.

.A logical thinker.

. A direct communicator.

Motivators

Rhoda Hui is motivated by challenge, achieving profitable results, power and authority. It is also important that she is

given standard operating procedures and that there are no sudden or abrupt changes in the work direction.

Should Rhoda Hui have a manager, then ideally that person will be direct but democratic and have the ability to deal in a

logical and factual manner, while at the same time setting very clear guidelines and timescales. Rhoda Hui likes to be

given the authority and responsibility to get on and achieve the results but may, if unsure, require the manager to assist in

the decision making process.

Values Rhoda Hui brings to the organization

The values that Rhoda Hui is most capable of contributing to the organization are in her ability to push for a practical and

profitable result. She also has the ability to think strategically and solve problems creatively. Rhoda Hui is logical and

analytical and coupled with her natural powerful personality, will add value by using these behavioural characteristics to

ensure a meaningful end result for the organization.
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Graphs & Scores
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